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1. MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW
The next generation of services will not be restricted to

the boundaries of a given network. This is called conver-
gence! Land-line telephony, wireless telephony, instant mes-
saging, Web, etc. now form a converged network where ap-
plications can be deployed.
An example of such an application is the Selective Reach

Me (SRM) which makes it possible for me (resp. other peo-
ple) to reach people (resp. me) wherever they are (resp. I
am). On the caller side, instead of calling a specific device,
I call a person and I let the application figure out the best
way to contact her. On the callee side, I want to specify
who can contact me, on which device, when and for what
purpose, etc.
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Figure 1: Before GUPster (top) and after.
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To make the above scenario possible, it becomes critical
to provide a ubiquitous access to user profile information
which (a) is distributed across networks and devices and (b)
consists of static (e.g. identity information) and dynamic
data (e.g. IM and wireless presence) and cannot be “ware-
housed”.
Probably, even more importantly, is the critical need to

control the way this information is accessed. The user is
willing to disclose part of her profile information to certain
users, but only if she can be sure that her information is not
accessible by unauthorized parties.
The problems with the current architecture are that: (i)

user profile information lives in network components with
different protocols, data models, APIs. Consequently, appli-
cations need to deal with such heterogeneities which make
the aggregation of information hard (if not impossible) and
very expensive; (ii) access control is all-or-nothing and is
spread across the various sources. The difference is illus-
trated by Fig. 1.

2. OUR APPROACH
Numerous industry initiatives like Microsoft Passport [4]

and Liberty Alliance [3] have been started to address the
issue of user profile data management. We describe here the
GUPster system which is motivated by the 3GPP Generic
User Profile (GUP) effort [1], a telecom-based initiative that
aims to aggregate user profile information relevant to net-
work operators.

GUPster in a nutshell
The main idea behind GUPster is to build an XML-based
mediator that acts as a centralized meta-data manager to
handle highly distributed user profile XML data. The me-
diator acts as the single point of access between data pro-
ducers and data consumers. GUPster aims to be the broker
for user profile components which are (a) distributed across
networks and (b) their distribution varies on a per user ba-
sis. Its role is two-fold: data integration and access control.
This is the major difference with traditional mediator-based
systems that only address the former.

One language to rule them all
The key component behind GUPster is the XSquirrel lan-

guage (see [2] for a full description of the language). The
language can express (1) views over XML documents for
integration (i.e. mappings between sub-documents of the
user profile document and remote sources), (2) views over
XML documents to describe access control (i.e. associa-
tion between sub-documents and boolean predicates) and
(3) queries over these documents.
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Figure 2: GUPster Processing Flow vs traditional flow.

The processing of an incoming query q against a set of ac-
cess control rules ACR and some mappings M (all expressed
as XSquirrel expressions) can be described as:

q′ = (q ◦ (
⋃i=1..m

xsq
ACRi)) ◦ Mi

where
⋃

xsq
is the union and ◦ the composition operators for

XSquirrel expressions. See [2].

3. OUR PROTOTYPE
Our current prototype is implemented in Java. It per-

forms the rewriting for both data integration and access con-
trol, using some primitive operations for our XSquirrel lan-
guage (intersection, union, and composition of trees). Map-
pings and access control rules are both stored in a relational
engine.
The processing flow is illustrated in Fig. 2. First we iden-

tify the relevant access control rules, and then we compose
the query with their union (1). We then compose the rewrit-
ten query with relevant mappings to produce a query plan
(2). Individual queries are sent to the various data sources
(3). If needed, components retrieved from the various data
sources are merged together (4).

This is to be contrasted with the traditional approach
where the virtual document is built by fetching its compo-
nents (a) and merging them; then filtered based on access
control rules to produce the accessible document (c), before
the query is applied to it to produce the final answer (d).
Both approaches are compared in Fig. 2.

We currently support the following data sources, which
we think are good representatives of different networks.

• address book and calendar information (fromMicrosoft
Exchange, via WebDAV protocol)

• presence information (from Jabber server)
• personal information (from Lucent LDAP directory)
• presence and location (simulated from HLR data).
We have written wrappers to export the data of the above

sources as XML data, compliant with the GUPster schema.

4. OVERVIEW OF THE DEMO
For this demo, we will demonstrate:

• how to register user profile components (coming poten-
tially from multiple sources) in the GUPster server.

• how to add/delete/modify access control policies (us-
ing the provisioning client).

• how the meta information dictates the result of in-
coming queries, based on registered user profile com-
ponents, access control policies, and request context.

• how GUPster can be used by applications and services
via the SOAP interfaces.

More specifically, we will present 3 possible instances of
GUP data consumers that we have built:

• personal web portal implemented on the server-side,
including personal information, calendar, presence, etc.

• personal web portal implemented on the client-side
(making SOAP calls from Javascript using the Mozilla
SOAP API).

• A device with limited capabilities (e.g. PDA or cell
phone) using GUPster to synchronize some user profile
information.
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